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FIERCE CONFLICT IN ITALY

By Basil Gingell representing the Combined Press

South of Naples, Friday

Yesterday was armistice day in Italy but to the. war weary Italians it brought

the fiercest conflict that has ever been seen in their country, All day long and
into the night the thunder of guns and the drone of aircraft turned this part of Italy
on in a real front nine area, it began in the very-early hours when bursting shells.

whose explosions reverberated around the picturesque gulf of Salerno, vivid flashes
that illuminated a scene, unequalled in this war and thousands of tracer bullets
weaved weird and fantastic patterns in the starlit shy.

This was the greeting that British troops, with whom I had sailed, found as they
prepared land not 50 miles fromNaples.* They had been told of the armistice as

they stood in the darkness only a few hours before the assault but they had no

illusions of an easy landing. With native wit one young cockney who gazed with me

at the observed "Blimey! This ain’t my idea of an armistice," The approxi-

mate strength of the German troops in Italy was, of course, known and it was also
realised that may would be manning the coastal defence batteries* Tiger tanks and
a counter attack by a Panzer formation using those out, for a time, the section with

“which I was travelling from the adjacent formation*--

The fiercest fighting was taking place on one of the beaches not half a mile

from the orange grove, under which I am now writing. The panzer formation drove a

wedge between our forces and heavy guns which had the range, of our landing craft
shelled them relentlessly. Many craft were, in fact, unable to land their vehicles
here and had to withdraw* to another beach. It was not until '24 hours later that this

particular beach was reported to be held and for that time we have, in effect, been

in a small pocket with the Germans occupying the powerful defence posts in the hills

and using the well positioned coastal batteries to shell the constant stream of

supplies« We have encountered a number of groups of Italian soldiers silent, scarcely
interested in the great procession of modern military equipment as it passes forward

to areas inlands

At midnight little more than four hours before the first British troops were

pushing up from: the beaches German troops had told them of the armistice, called then

traitors, smashed their arms and then taken over the coastal defences and mined the

beaches. The Italians we have met are frankly glad to be out of the war and are not

slow to say so.

For some long while we had been at sea before we reached Salerno Bay, pitching
and rolling in an infantry landing craft which would tax the stamina of the stoutest

sailor* It was a remarkable sight to see the long lines of croft of all kinds packed
with troops, with equipment of all kinds and men sailing like a one giant fleet in

review order without hindrance across the Tyrrhenian sea. Before we left our port
we had had an air raid but this was the last we saw of enemy planes until the trip

was nearly over„ Then on Wednesday afternoon an F,W.190 suddenly swooped low* and

spotted the great armada. Whether it was due to this discovery or not one cannot say

but it may account for the strong'reception which afterwards greeted us as we entered

the approaches to Salero. Few who were privileged to see that sight will forget it

with the coastal guns opening up, the flares from enemy aircraft, the explosions on

shore which showed how well our own aircraft were carrying out their tasks, the

tracers from our own guns as the Oerlikons sprayed the heavens with a leaden hose and

all the time a great fire burning in Salerno itself like some huge beacon to guide the

way*

Across the bay from Salerno another fire sprang into being with spurting foun-

tains of flame which could only be an ammunition dump exploding* As the hour drew

near the first assault party rode ready and at 0330 they wore ashore. Behind then,

bobbing and flashing in the -water, were the lights to guide the following craft to

their respective beaches© All eyes strained towards the shore into tho darkness;

every one listened for the slightest sound* There came the r attle of machine guns,
the roar of the protecting barrage from the ships, then the success signal which

betokened that the first party had made it. As daylight began to creep* faintly

across the sky we could see the queer silhouettes of the landing craft as they pre-

pared to disembark their men and stores* The*American landing craft in ‘which we

travelled and in which most of the troops journeyed, looked like surfaced submarines

'with their queer square bridges while the landingcraft stood black and forbidding in

the first light *
As the sun began to peep over the distant hills it came our turn.

Smaller craft cone alongside and we clambered in. For a moment the firing ceased
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but over the Bay there hung a pall of smoke and there was the acrid smell of cordite*

Then the firing started again and in a broad sweep we dashed to the shore* The ramp

came down and we ran ashore on to Italian soil. Things had been moving swiftly then

and the pace was constantly, being speeded up. Roads were being made, telephones

installed, slit trenches dug, wounded moved, all with the efficiency of a great machine*

, The force with which I was accredited had the task of securing the bridghead
and so open the door to the invasion. They gained their beach and held it on

schedule and across it flowed that great procession which only a short time before I
had seen loaded. As we moved up from the beach enemy planes lived on us to spatter
the road with machine gun bullets and "throughout the day there wore occasional raids

by other planes but as the anti-aircraft guns come ashore and as our own fighters got
into action the nuisance abated somewhate. Stukas also made their appearance but

the work of unloading continued without ceasing. Then the guns of the Fleet,
directed from positions inland, sent down a barrage on certain points of resistance.

Enemy communications were shelled from the sea and artillery concentrations of the

Germans, some miles inland, came under the salvos of the Royal Navy, At night, by

the light of the brilliant moon, great lorries of Bren gun carriers and the like were

grouped in appropriate centres and tired crews slept beneath their mosquito nets in

orchards and orange groves. Armistice day was over.
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